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BUILDING THE COMMUNITY’S VOICE

Sharrow Festival Film
Photos by Ossian Jones

The team behind the Sharrow Festival have been producing
a film to highlight the important role of culture in creating and
sustaining cohesion in diverse neighbourhoods like Sharrow.
The film, Sharrow Festival: Celebrating the Community, features
interviews with people involved in organising the Sharrow Festival since it started in 1997, as well as local residents who have
attended the event. Their stories help to show how the festival
has helped to create a strong sense of community in this area.

Inside

Sharrow Festival was unable to run in 2020 or 2021 due to the
pandemic. The Sharrow Festival Committee wanted to play its
part in helping rebuild local social networks and cultural events,
so they have teamed up with the Migration Matters Festival,
which is supporting the distribution of the film. The first Showing
of the Sharrow Festival Film will be at Theatre Deli at 5.00pm on

Saturday 10th July. Tickets will be available for in-person viewing or online participation from https://www.migrationmattersfestival.co.uk/
It will also be shown at Highfield Adventure Playground later in
the summer, date to be confirmed.
The film was made by local young film-maker Blake Sherwin,
with photography by Ossian Jones, who is former pupil of Sharrow School, now at secondary school. The festival will be back
in Mount Pleasant Park in 2022.
In the meantime keep up to date via our Facebook page :https://www.facebook.com/sharrowfestival
or even better come and volunteer with the Sharrow Festival
Committee!
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Views expressed in Sharrow Today are not necessarily those of Sharrow Community Forum.

Contact Sharrow Community Forum on 0114 250 8384.
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Sharrow and Abbeydale Community Contacts
The Councillors for the Sharrow and Nether Edge Ward are:
Cllr Maroof Raouf (Green Party)
Tel: 07367 123276 (mobile)
Email: maroof.raouf@councillor.sheffield.gov.uk
Cllr Peter Garbutt(Green Party)		
Tel: 0114 27 35380
Email: Peter.Garbutt@councillor.sheffield.gov.uk
Cllr Alison Teal (Green Party)		
Email: alison.teal@sheffield.gov.uk

Tel: 07500765419 (mobile)
0114 273 5380 (Town Hall)

The regular Green Party councillor’s surgery is on:
3rd Saturday of the month between 10.30 and 11.30 am at
Highfield Library, London Road, Sheffield S2 4NF. No appointment needed.

WRITE FOR
SHARROW TODAY!
News stories, cafe reviews, arts and more!

If you fancy contributing either a regular or one-off article to Sharrow Today then get in touch with our editorial
team via sharrowtoday@gmail.com - it’s YOUR community voice and we’d love to hear it!

ADVERTISE IN
SHARROW TODAY!

Low-cost, high-impact advertising for your business or
event.

Paul Blomfield is the MP for Sheffield Central ward, which
covers Sharrow.
He can be contacted on 0114 272 2882 or via paul.blomfield.
mp@parliament.uk His consituency office is Unit 4, Edmund
Road Business Centre, 135 Edmund Road, Sheffield S2 4ED.
His website is www.paulblomfield.co.uk.
Regular surgeries are held on: 4th Friday of each month
between 4.00 -5.00pm and 2nd Saturday of each month
(except April and Dec) between 9.30-10.30am. Please
tel. 0114 272 2882 frst to check the dates and book your
appointment.

Quarter-page - £50
Half-page - £100
Full-page - £170
To enquire about advertising with us
contact sharrowtoday@gmail.com

Any Ideas?
What would you like to see in Sharrow Today? If you’ve got
any ideas, tell us about them. Jot them down in the box below
(along with your contact details) and drop it in to Reception at
Sharrow Community Forum on South View Road.

Name .......................................................................................................................
Contact details ....................................................................................................
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Local News

Enough is enough ... A protest march held on 22nd May by Mums United
Mums United held a protest against gang violence in our communities
More than 100 mothers and children marched
through Sheffield demanding action against
gang violence in the city. The charity called
for the community to come together as one
against the gangs that perpetuate hate and
violence. Quinton Green founder of knife
crime victim support came from London to
showcase the work he has been doing with
the young people and mothers as part of
Mums United Peace in Conflict project. The
crowd heard from the young people and
mothers who spoke of their anguish and frustration.

To the gangs – YOU ARE NOT WELCOME IN
OUR COMMUNITIES.
WE WILL NO LONGER HARBOUR YOU.
WE WILL NO LONGER BE YOUR SHIELD.
WE ARE ASKING THE COMMUNITY TO COME
TOGETHER AS ONE AND NO LONGER BE
AFRAID TO SPEAK OUT

•
•

The purpose of this protest is to bring attention to the violence in our neighbourhoods.
We want to fundamentally change the way
we talk about youth violence; we must implement preventative measures and for that
I turn to the council, our elected councillors,
police crime commissioner, and our MP.

If you would like to join Mums United please
contact 07445911671 www.mums-united.
com

Sahira Irshad -founder/chair stated :
A lot of people have asked me why Mums
United are holding a march ... It won’t have
an impact ... It won’t make a difference to
the lives of the drug dealers.
My answer is this:
This march is not seeking validation from anyone – we are not naïve to think that the dealers will suddenly develop a conscience and
stop dealing as we are speaking. This protest
is for every child who is groomed in child drug
exploitation. For every mother who is impacted by the violence and hatred that they perpetuate. We are saying that we are here for
them ... they are not alone ... we have had
enough
The young people who are in this subculture
– we are here for you – we will not turn away,
or just turn and look the other way. We are
mothers – mothers who carried, felt every
kick, every movement. You are our children
and we are here for you always.

Make tackling child drug exploitation a priority, and what is being done to address the systemic failures in the system?
The rebuilding and restructuring of youth services must be on the Sheffield city council’s
agenda

•

Invest in our young- make it your priority
There must be a clear strategic plan in
place and a commitment from all statutory organisations to work with grass root
organisation
Change will only ever come from the grass
roots – empower them, invest in them

To the Police: We as a community have reached out
and given information, only to be told – not
ENOUGH INFORMATION
WE ARE NOT THE INTELLIGENCE SERVICE – you
can’t keep blaming 10 years of austerity.
Enough time has elapsed to ensure effective
measures are put in place to help members
of the community when they reach out to
you. The response rate is appalling. Invest in
our local neighbourhood policing team who
we have a great working relationship with. It is
no longer acceptable to use 10 years of austerity as an excuse.

Champions on our streets ... Have a chat with them
whole network of Street Champions are engaging their local communities in these important health conversations, including in Parson Cross, Darnall, and Fir Vale too.
Each Champion has received training from
qualified Health Trainers from SOAR, a wellestablished community development organisation in Sheffield, so you can be sure they will
have the right information and skills to listen
and provide support – they will also have access to a whole network of organisations and
professionals to support you.
Currently the Champions conversations are
focussed on understanding community dialogue around COVID, but as the project
progresses over the coming months they will
be able to chat to you about all kinds of other
health and well-being topics.

Public Health Champions are taking to our
streets to start conversations about COVID,
health matters, and encourage general wellbeing. In Sharrow there will be at least 15
‘Street Champions’ who can provide gentle,
confidential guidance, a point of contact to
ask questions and raise concerns, and a route

to access further public health information.
These ‘Street Champions’ are all working in
our community already in volunteering roles
at local organisations, including ShipShape,
Israac, Mums United, Family Voice, and
more. Sharrow Community Forum is leading
the project in our area, and across the city a

If you or someone you know would like to find
out more about the programme, or find a
Street Champion to discuss COVID issues such
as nervousness around vaccines, when and
how to isolate, and other related matters,
then please contact Rachel@sharrowcf.org.
uk and she will be glad to put you in touch.
Most of our local Street Champions are able
to speak several languages, so please don’t
let language be a barrier to having a chat.
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Community News

A Safer Neighbourhood
The local area now has a new Safer Neighbourhood Coordinator
who will be responsible for working
with and integrating the work of
all organisations in the area that
contribute to improving community safety.
The new Neighbourhood Coordinator is Shaun Morley who has
a vast array of experience in the
partnership world as a former
Sheffield Policing commander but
in his new role, is now working for
Sheffield City Council.
“I am really looking forward to
working with everyone who can
make a positive contribution to
improving community safety and
the quality of life for the local residents within Sharrow and Nether
Edge. Despite only being in the
role for a couple of weeks, I have
been impressed by the enthusiasm and commitment of those
organisations working to reduce
vulnerability and improve safety
in the local area. I firmly believe
that if we can develop a more
integrated, coordinated and cooperative approach to commu-

nity safety in Sharrow and Nether
Edge, it can only lead to more
positive outcomes for our local
residents”.
Shaun’s first action has been to reintroduce a Neighbourhood Action Group (NAG), which will bring
together all the statutory organisations such as the police, local
authority, education and health
services, as well as local groups
such as the Sharrow Community
Forum and many others, to discuss
local issues and create integrated
plans to address local problems.
Shaun is also looking to improve
engagement with local people
and intends working with local
groups to ensure that their views
are listened to and used to inform
the priorities that the local authority, police and their partners address within the local area.
“To improve a community, there
must always be open and honest communication between the
community and those responsible
for maintaining and improving the
safety of that community. To that

Foodworks Sharrow

Sharrow Kitchen is mainly volunteer run. Our volunteers come
from many different backgrounds,
some in professional cooking/front
of house, others just from a love of
cooking!

This brings lots of experience and
ideas for the food we make. Our
hub managers Gabi and Emma
both started off volunteering
with us in the kitchens. They both Gabriela Azadi, Kitchen Hub Manager
worked their way up to become
kitchen supervisors and hub managers and now pass this experience onto new volunteers. Our
Work in the kichen is really creative
as we never know what is coming
in each day. The meals and cakes
are always different and inspired
by our volunteers. All the food
for our cafe is surplus food which
woudl otherwise go to landfill. Our
aim in the kitchens is to upcycle
the food and add value to it. We
freeze our meals to prolong their
shelf life and save as much food
as we can. The meals are freshly
cooked, delicious and nutritious.
Some ingredients are even fresh
from our farm or one of our partnered allotments. These are all
steps in our process of creating a
more sustainable food system in
Sheffield.
Pay as you feel is our community

Emma

care model, so that everyone has
access to healthy food, opportunities for learning new skills and
can be part of an environmental
movement. Donations help us to
keep our shop/ cafe open, our
staff, rents and utilities paid, recycling and provide compost collected, and training opportunities
for volunteers
Our product is an up-cycled, repurposed gift with energy, love
and time being spent on saving it
and giving it a new life.

Jonathan, Shaun, and Louise

end I intend to work with both the
community and partners to ensure the voice of the community
is always heard and plays a significant part in informing the issues
that are tackled by the partners in
Sharrow and Nether Edge”.

ing together the organisations
and people in Sharrow and Nether Edge can ensure our communities are a truly vibrant and positive
place for local residents to live”.

Anyone wishing to speak with
Shaun can contact him via the
I look forward to meeting and following email address;
working with anyone in our local
community who wants to make sheffieldsouthwestnpt@southya positive difference to the area orks.pnn.police.uk.
and I firmly believe that by work-
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Community News

Lansdowne Wildflower Meadow

Lansdowne Urban Wildflower a friends of Lansdowne meadow
group to help raise funding and to
Meadow to return in 2022
In 2022 we will be transitioning to
a perennial meadow. Following
advice from our partners at Pictorial Meadows we will not plant an
annual meadow this year to give
the soil a break. Due to this the
meadow will not look as good as
the previous years but it will still be
a vital ecological haven for insect
species.
A perennial meadow will require
more funding than the tenants
levy can provide alone, therefore we are considering starting

ensure the longevity of the meadow. The group will be free to join
and will allow the wider community to be involved in it’s care.
If you are interested in joining
please contact us.

We would like to thank everyone
who has supported us by donating to our Lansdowne Urban Wildflower Meadow GoFundMe, and
for the uplifting comments we’ve
received from so many people and our lovely litter pickers helping to keep the meadow clean.

The Lansdowne Gardening Club
Regather are hosting a new practical food growing project – the
Lansdowne Gardening Club – located at Club Garden Road and
the Lansdowne Estate.

other that will be planted with culinary herbs. A third bed contains
spinach and lettuce.
Workshop participants are encouraged to eat and take home fresh
produce that they have helped
to grow. We are now looking for
plots to plant with strawberries,
raspberries and other fruit bushes.
Some of the fruit and vegetables
will be used to provide communal
meals in the coming weeks, more
on this to follow.

The project aims to build confidence in growing food, encourage healthy eating habits and
promote the value of coming together over meaningful action.
We want the community to take
advantage of the available resources: expert gardening support, plants, seeds, compost, tools
and more, so that they can es- Anyone living on Club Garden
tablish their own small plots on the Road, Lansdowne and within the
surrounding neighbourhood is
Lansdowne Estate.
welcome to join us at 10 - 1pm on
However, this is about more than Sundays. Workshops will run each
adding some new plants here Sunday throughout the summer.
and there, it is an opportunity for All are welcome, families includlocal people to become involved ed. No gardening knowledge rein developing the food produc- quired. Either show up on the day,
tion potential of this urban site. Re- or for more info please email:
gather want to engage residents fran.halsall@regather.net
and co-create plans exploring
where fresh nutritious food could
be grown for this benefit of the surrounding neighbourhood.
Work began on the first Sunday in
May and with support from local
residents we have created two
new raised beds at Club Garden
Road: one planted with peas,
beans and courgette; and an-

by Fran Halsall
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Community News

After the Council Referendum - What happens now?
In a referendum (which was held
alongside the local elections
on May 6th) Sheffield voted to
change the way the city council is
run. People voted quite decisively
to change the previous singleparty cabinet system to a new
cross-party committee system.
The old system involved a cabinet
of 10 councillors, all from one
party, who made almost all
council decisions. Under the new
arrangement all councillors will
have power to properly represent
their areas. Decisions will be made
by small committees of councillors

Thank you
Thank you to all those who voted
for me to be their councillor in
the recent elections, I aim to
represent all to the best of my
ability over the coming years. I
am a proud immigrant who can
speak multiple languages and
have worked across a number
of different countries, leading
to a wide range of experiences
with many different cultures
and people around the world. I
currently live in the ward and work
as a teacher.

from all parties, working together The Liberal Democrats were
invited to join the executive, but
with experts and communities.
they have declined the offer This new system will take several although the “door remains open”
months to set up so, in the to them if they change their mind.
meantime, an executive of 10 The Liberal Democrats felt that it
councillors has been formed.
was important to have councillors
challenging the administration
After the recent elections no party and that there needs to be a
has overall control of the council strong opposition for democracy
so the new executive will consist of to function properly.
7 Labour councillors and 3 Green
Party councillors, including Alison The new Council Leader - Labour
Teal – one of our councillors in the councillor, Terry Fox - said: “This is a
Sharrow and Nether Edge ward. very exciting day and a new way
Councillors stress that this is not a of working. We know there are
going to be bumps in the road,
coalition but a “co-operative”.

by Maroof Raouf
As someone who works in
education, I want to make a
difference to how our future
generation
see
education.
Education should not be an
assembly driven provision, it stifles
creativity and the huge potential
children have.

School league tables need to be
scrapped as they give an overinflated impression of schools
that have a higher ability intake.
Children’s achievements should
be celebrated without turning it
I got into politics because I firmly into a game between schools.
believe that everyone should
have a voice and be listened By putting myself forward to be
to, even if their views are not in the deputy chair of The Children,
agreement with the majority.
Young People and Family Support
Scrutiny, and Policy Development
I think that discrimination is one Committee I hope to work with
of society’s biggest problems other
councillors
throughout
currently, and I have not only the city to affect the change
been involved in getting the required, to improve not only the
Green Party to adopt a definition education of our children but also
of Islamophobia but have actively their mental health and wellbeing
spoken up for those who are being within schools.
oppressed in Sheffield and around
the world by speaking at many Finally, I am aware of the
protests and bringing their causes longstanding issues within the
to wider attention.
ward of parking, litter, and antisocial behaviour. None of these
issues can be fixed overnight,
however I hope you would
agree that the issues around litter
and anti-social behaviour have
improved considerably over the
last few years, and I will work
to continually improve them. I
am also optimistic about having
discussions with residents where
parking issues are most severe
and about seeing what, if any,
possible solutions there are.
If you would like to discuss any
issues with myself, please email
me at Maroof.Raouf@councillor.
sheffield.gov.uk or call me on
07367 123276.

as we (Labour and Greens) have
different priorities. But we will put
Sheffield first and work together to
get things over the line.”

Just why is Sharrow
so special?

by Jim Steinke

Over the last 4 years, it has been
my privilege to represent Nether
Edge and Sharrow ward on
Sheffield City Council, particularly
having lived in and around
Sharrow, most of my adult life.
Coming off the Council, has made
me reflect as to why Sharrow is so
special, having gone on about it
for so long, to so many people. But
I am not alone in that, and lots of
people who have chosen to live in
Sharrow, or just ended up here, will
also go on about Sharrow being
special. Why?

We need to ensure that the
Lansdowne estate is linked as
much as possible with rest of
Sharrow, and that it continues
to become even more greener
environment, with more mini
wildlife meadows and plants on
the walkways. Go and have a look
and see how good it’s looking.

We need to continue to have
sensitive policing in the area,
particularly as we come out of
lockdowns. Generally I find that
people find the area safe, and
that must continue, with all of us
What is most immediate about playing a part.
Sharrow is just how diverse the
community is, with massive range And finally, the jewel in the Sharrow
of backgrounds where people crown, Mount Pleasant Park. It has
have come from, whether from changed enormously over the last
Sheffield or elsewhere. This does not 35 years since it was created, and
mean that different communities we need to think through, what
have all been submerged into one the next 35 years might look like.
Big Community, but that people Even though Sharrow Festival will
just generally live side by side not take place this year, we can
with each other and get on with still celebrate the Park, and give
their life. There is also the obvious special thanks to those fantastic
friendliness about the place, volunteers who litter pick there
whether that is my wonderful and keep it looking so good.
neighbours always bringing me
food or just strangers saying hello
on the street. We each have our
own stories of friendliness!
This brings me to what more
could be done to make Sharrow
even better? ... We need to act
collectively with the Council and
Police to tackle car speeds and
parking in the area. We could
start with getting the whole area
to be a 20mph zone, just no
messing with is it 20 or 30 or 40. It’s
all 20mph max, it’s safer and it’s
just more pleasant. I have been to
a number of 20mph communities,
and believe me they work, and
it’s a whole new environment.
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Highfield Adventure
Playground - 25yr lease

After a long process of negotiation and legal agreements, Sharrow
Community Forum is delighted to announce that it has secured a
25 year lease for Highfield Adventure Playground from Sheffield City
Council.
Why is a long lease so important?
The Highfield Adventure playground site has a lot of potential for
development and improvement – including the development of
its community building. Since taking over the management of the
playground in 2013, Sharrow Community Forum has been managing it
on an annual contact from Sheffield City Council. They have brought
founding to the playground for staffing and some new equipment and
activities, but there is much more that could be done. With a long
lease on the site, SCF can seek funding and investment to improve
and change the buildings and landscaping from funders who will only
support long term projects. Funders and investors now know that the
playground is managed by the community long term, and won’t be
worried that it will change hands after a year.
In spite of lockdown over the last 15 months or so, the Adventure
Playground outside space has been open. Since the easing of
restrictions in March and April the number of children and families
coming and enjoying the facility has exploded; we had over 400
attendances in the Easter break and similar numbers in the last halfterm.
Jonathan Roberts, CEO of Sharrow Community Forum, said: “Even
though we have been managing the site for a number of years, it feels
like a new project. A new management structure is in place across all
our work which includes a Business Development Manager, Rachel
Cosens. Rachel is responsible for the overall management of the
playground, supported by staff Maz and Lisa, with help from regular
volunteers and helpers. This summer holiday activity programme
is going to be better than ever, with lots of really exciting and fun
activities, and opportunities for learning and play”
Summer Holidays at Highfield Adventure Playground
Mondays to Saturdays 1pm until early eventing (time tbc)
Tuesday 20th July to Saturday 28th August
Free entry!
Free activities every day – Music, Arts and Crafts, Museums Sheffield,
sports and Games
Tea at Adventures
– social eating, free meals for families
More information:
Contact reception@sharowcf.org.uk or call 0114 2508384
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“Since 1968, I’v been on the road climbing and odd jobbing you know.
I’v not really made myself known anywhere, the climbing community
tends to be quite mobile. But one fact about Nether Edge is at one
time, when I first moved here, nether edge had the most concentrated
number of climbers than anywhere in the world.
I prefer to be outside rather than in, and it just slowly evolved. I’m not
climbing anymore, and gardening takes up a lot of time. I’ve got 650
plants waiting to grow! Its all seasonal, the daffodils have gone, now
the tulips have gone, and its time for this kind of stuff like petunias…I’m
not even a gardener really, I’ve just learnt as I’ve gone along.” Mick
“We’re outside most days and we eat our meals out here. I’m growing
tomatoes, courgettes, beans, rhubarb, cherries, potatoes, apples,
gooseberries, damsons, soft fruit, red currents, black currents, figs if
we’re lucky. We don’t grow anything enough to sustain us but top up
things like herbs, parsley, chives and mint and stuff.
Actually I had a stroke October last year which means I’ve been very
grateful for some activity out in the garden. In a way, gardening and
walking are part of the same appreciation of nature. So today we
went to Rivelin to see the bluebells. I don’t think Helen and I could do
without contact to the natural world. It gives us general pleasure and
enjoyment and the sharing of things, there is a great deal of sharing.
Come June 20th there is an open garden and then if people stop and
look and admire the garden which fortunately is fairly frequent, we’ll
say, oh come and have a look round. I feel it’s a kind of community
and it was lovely when we had one open garden and someone said
‘I’m very disappointed I’ve changed my job and I can’t walk past your
house anymore’ People stop and talk and sometimes they would like
to have something. I like the idea of it being a community thing.” Brian
and Helen
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local stories collected by Kita Arts

pigeon, we had the milk from the cows. Sheffield is beautiful, its green
and everything, and mountain top.” Shefali
“We normally grow these in our country, Bangladesh, because its such
a cold country here, obviously it’s a massive difference, she bought
the seeds here and she grew them in the house because its really
warm, there’s loads more plants inside. You probably see the sheet,
the plants grow underneath to keep them warm. You can eat them
with meat, cut it up, steam it and put it in a curry with meat, chicken
or vegetable.
Half my room in the winter was just filled with little tiny plants and all of
these tall plants were on my windowsill. She grows them throughout
winter inside. Every single year it’s the same cycle, its only September,
October when there is nothing. She learnt it from Bangladesh but
obviously here it’s a lot more difficult, when she came here she had to
change everything, it’s a completely different climate.She really likes
the tall plants; they are her favourite. She gives some to the neighbours
sometimes, everyone asks for them, its not common for people to grow
them here so that’s why.” Aisha and Sureun

“These potatoes are part of an interesting project that Foodhall are
running. Its called grow your own Foodhall and the idea is that it’s a
distributed allotment. The idea is that it encourages people who might
be socially isolated or don’t know much about growing their own food
to do so. It comes with some instructions, compost, the potatoes and I
think they’ll give you pots as well. The idea is that half of the harvest will
go to the person that’s grown it and half of it will go back to Foodhall.
This is something I’m excited about. It’s a hop plant, and I was excited
to grow it because it’s a small space and it’s a vine and it grows
upwards so my top tip for growing in small spaces is grow vertically. If
we are lucky it will grow over the outhouse roof and because there’s a
“There is pear, plum, we eat them, this one is curry, can cook with bit of a beer garden vibe with the bench, the candles and all the lights
it. All the time out here, I love to garden. 1976 we coming, always when its dark.
gardening. My name is flower name, morning time flower. My bedroom
everything, banana, jojoba, orange. Back home we had a house and I work for oasis gardening, its part of a mental health charity. Basically
got land and half of the vegetable we don’t have to buy from the we run a gardening service and we also run a mental health friendly
shop. We had lots of things, we had cows, we had ducks, we had gardening group and the surplus we make from the gardening service
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funds the gardening group. It’s part of Sheffield flourish, a mental health
charity based down at the wicker and they run various wellbeing
groups.” Luke
RECRUITING FOR GARDENERS IF ANYONE IS INTERESTED LINK: https://
sheffieldflourish.co.uk/news/oasis-we-are-recruiting/ )
“To be fair, this is a student house so we’ve not really done that much.
We have a back garden as well, we use it more when the suns out
and have had a bbq. I’ve said “Hi” to the neighbour while in the back
garden, and we’ve been round, they’ve got a nice bit there so we’ve
been in theirs as well.” Cameron
“I lived round here when I was a student as well, we really like it. I don’t
know if you’ve spoken to anyone on this street yet but everyone is
really friendly. Especially when the suns out, they are all out on the stairs
chatting to each other. Everyone looks out for each other. We’ve only
been living here two weeks and we already knew half the street.
I know the guy that used to live here, they grew plums in their garden
and Mick across the road has a huge fig tree in his garden which he
says is really weird because its north facing but he said every year he
can produce about 40 kilos of figs so they used to swap fruit and stuff.
In terms of using outdoor space, there’s not much here, its south facing
at the back and I’ve been digging up the garden, building a brick wall
and just making it a nice space really. We’ve got another lilac tree
out back and we’ve got a big planter now with all the herbs in it, were
not experts in gardening but she loves cooking so we’ve got thyme,
rosemary some lemon kind of thing.” Josh
“That ones been there for a while, the purple one, the wisteria. There’s
a hotel on the corner called the wisteria, well its not a hotel anymore,
it used to be a hotel and its got it just flowing down the walls. I sit out
here a lot, I sunbathe out here, that’s my beach, got my sun tan. If the
suns on it and I’m not at work I’ll sit there any time, so I sit out here and
read a lot. Clematis, I’ve been trailing it round with a string and sort of
filling these grids. And this tree here has massive leaves and then its got
big red cones. The red cones are the flower. Oh it’s sumac! I think I’ve
just started cooking with sumac, roasted chickpeas rolled with sumac.
That’s been there before I bought the house, over 30 years. I think it
was owned by a pair of blokes, one was landscape gardener and one
was an interior designer so they had the front, back and inside sorted.”
Andy
“If your doing a bit of gardening, people might say “oh your doing a
bit of weeding’. I was going to rip all the weeds up but somebody said
to me, someone passing said you’re not supposed to take your weeds
up till May for the bees. I had the garden done and the guy that did
it knows me and he said ‘I don’t see you as a gardener, I see you
sitting with your friends with a bottle of Prosecco in hand’ but actually
that’s when my friends arrived with a bottle of Prosecco so he was
right!”Name unknown
“Last year we were outside most of the time and I worked outside as
well, all of my paper work I just do out here. In the afternoons we’ll always
have chairs and a little table out and have food out here. Its quieter
than you think and I’ve planted strawberries and wild strawberries and
some pine berries which are like strawberries but white and they taste
like pineapple. We also use the garden for taking pictures as well
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local stories collected by Kita Arts

because I make pottery and we roast coffee here as well and sell it.
We set stuff up on a rock somewhere and see what plants are looking
nice.
I suppose the main thing is to see what you’ve actually got and what’s
working well already and that’s going to tell you what families are
happy there. Its very easy to dig things out without realising that its
going to be something interesting. So maybe just leave it for a year
and watch everything. And then, do what you like not what you think
you have to.”https://www.roundtableroasters.com Holly-Rayne and
Matthew
“I’ve mainly spent the first lockdown sat on this step because it gets the
sun in the afternoon and as you see its not on the road and its quite
private so that’s mainly what my garden has given me: the step. And
its been nice to entertain people in the sun.
I think the main thing I would say is Mount Pleasant park, I’d say that’s
been an absolute godsend. I did go there practically everyday, I
think I know every tree and last year of course, it was from the start
of lockdown you could see the trees budding and flowering and the
birds were very active and you saw lots of people doing the same
thing, liking the trees and watching the birds and all that was going on
and it didn’t get the amount of litter that some of the bigger parks did.
I’d like to say one thing about the litter pickers because every week,
they were out there picking up litter and I couldn’t say thank you to all
of them because they are on facebook so I’d like a big plug for the
litter pickers.
What they did in the 80s was to envelope this area. Instead of
knocking everything down the council got money to renovate places
so everywhere they strengthened all the windows, all the roofs were
retiled for the whole street and you had public meetings where they
had to have 90 perfect of people agreeing to it. They were going to
finish of with trees which would have been really nice but they ran out
of money. In fact Mount Pleasant was an urban park also created in
the 80s, similarly Lowfield. So this was a very densely crowded area
and they created these two urban green spaces which have been
invaluable during the pandemic. And that’s why I’ve appreciated the
trees so much in Mount Pleasant because that was somebody doing
very clever planting because if you look at the variety of trees, its
actually quite amazing. There’s cherry trees all along one side, maple
trees, they really thought through all the type of trees to go in there.”
Ros
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Memories of Sharrow Festival

Kira - Haley’s daughter
“More mehndi on my hands”
Haley

Abdul Raman (no photo)

Jane Robertson

“I’ve been every year since I
were a kid. I’ve worked at it a
few times, at the Adventure Playground, and I’ve volunteered
there too, and I’ve been and
had fun there.

“We’ve been going since we
were kids, we really enjoy it, its
part of the early function that
we kinda expect. When I was
younger I used to make sure I
was here quite early so I’d be
here the whole day, now I’m
older I come down a bit later just
to see what’s going on, and its
really nice just to see the local
people get together, cause you
see different people at different
times as well. I don’t remember
the first time I came, that’s how
young I was. I was probably 12
or 13, that’s about 20 years ago.
I remember doing street kick, I
used to be a part of it, I worked
with them at one time. I was part
of FURD when I was younger, I
used to try to be part of community organisations for the community for the Bengali community
cause there wasn’t much to do,
so whenever there was a festival
or something like that I used to
be a part of it unless I was working.

“I have been with friends a few
times actually, really enjoyed it.
There’s a fantastic atmosphere.
I come with a group of friends
every year now. I live in S10 just
over the hill. It’s not too far. I’ve
got friends that live locally as
well so we just gather here and
have a good day. The first time
I came was about 4 or 5 years
ago, when they’d just done all
the graffiti painting. I like the
music the atmosphere, the food,
and just the whole chilled….
everybody just chills out. It’s just
the atmosphere. It’s nice the
community all getting together.
Its nice cause all the other communities involve themselves as
well, so everybody gets together
and gathers up and it’s just a
nice atmosphere for everyone to
get together and relax.

About 3 years ago I remember the kids playing down on
the Bowling Green while the
bands were playing, dancing
and swizzing around. My eldest
daughter was at Sharrow School
and she danced on stage, and I
can remember a young boy who
sounded like Michael Jackson
one year singing on t’stage and
he was really good.
It was probably in ‘97 my sisters
took me and my mum and dad,
and as he got older my brother
too. He used to do kicks, football,
on there as well. He’s working
down at Umix at the minute.
It brings everyone together,
there’s different people, and different music different stalls you
can look at - there’s lots for kids
and adults as well.
Its very important, it brings everyone together, something for kids
to do safely, and they’re there
all day - you don’t have to worry
where teenagers are cause
they’re at the festival and they’re
safe. And businesses get to have
their names out as well.”

The biggest thing is you get to
see different things different food
and music. Once a year, you
don’t need to go into a club to
hear the music. It’s like you go
to the park you get the whole
day, picnic, you know, food, you
meet with people that you don’t
see the whole year, that’s like
one of the biggest things.”

Its brilliant for the kids, there are
lots of activities for them, so. I
came with my granddaughter
last year, and the boys I think
were away, so hopefully next
year it’s their turn.
How important is it? Its 100 percent important, especially after
the lockdown, it integrates all
the different communities to join
together and exchange things,
everyone just tries everything
and enjoys everybody’s company. “

Mist One
“I’ve been loads of times. I used
to come every year since its
been going. We have our Graf
Jam on here, and we’ve coincided it so it’s on the same day
most of the time. When you need
something to eat just go up there
(to the park), some Jamaican
patties, Russian buns, the food of
t’world. Street food, kid’s playground, bands on, it’s great.
Especially if it’s a hot day, I’ve
brought people from other areas, and said ‘sit down here enjoy
yourselves while we’re painting,
get some food, enjoy yourselves’.
Graf Jam has been going on for
more than 20 years, so my mate
started organising it for the same
day as the festival. We had a
sound system on with local DJs
from Pitsmoor and break-dancers
on lino, proper old school …how
it should be...other expressions
of hip hop, rhyming over beats,
poetry over beats, dancing…
It’s very very important for the
community, people getting out
together, talking to people,
meeting people you’ve never
met before. Its great atmosphere…the more people you
meat the more questions you
ask, learning new things. It builds
together and rolls on in your
mind. Positive questions, hopefully.”
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We went out and about asking people about their memories of past Sharrow Festivals

Mel

Jihad - Mel’s son

Sara and Dave

“I went to the one before the
pandemic, and I went in 2018,
or maybe 2017, I can’t remember. I had a high Vis on, directing
people, I had the Sharrow festival
one on too, walking around just
helping. It brings the community
together.

It’s extremely important, there’s
not anything else like it round
here, and it brings people together. It’s an enjoyable event
for everyone. It’s always packed,
and down by the stage, it’s
packed till late at night.

Sara: “I have been to the festival
several times over the years…The
after party in 2003 was at club
Bed, which became Sainsburys
at the end of London Road. I was
in my friend’s bar, Dulo, which
has now been renamed Back
to the Beer Engine. And I was
sat in the garden and I met this
really attractive guy, who was
sat with a male friend and 2 girls
so I sat near them, trying to sus
out if they were all together, who
was with who. The 2 girls left and
I though I’d find out a bit more.
I was on my own, we’d been
to the festival. My friend went
home and she said you go out to
Dulo you are bound to see someone you know…so that’s why I
was on my own. So I got talking
to this guy Dave and his friend.
Then it got to the time when the
after festival party was going
to be happening, and we all
agreed to keep the party going.
So after the party we went back
to Dulo…

It can cost a lot - sometimes I’ve
come and not had enough money so when Adventures is open
we’ve had free food there. There
is Jamaican food, Asian food, a
tea tent. At Adventures Maz is
very good at curries, and pasta
– things that are easy to make
and easy to dish out. Food that
everybody is going to eat, usually
vegetarian. We do hundreds of
meals at the festival!”

We went to more Sharrow Festivals as a couple, and for a little
while I worked for South Sheffield
partnership which supported the
festival and supported Sharrow
Forum, so I’ve always been kind
of around and involved in more
of the strategic side of things but also getting to enjoy the day.
In 2009 Dave and I got married…
and then in 2015 the twins came
along.

I’ve been to Sharrow Festival
many, many times in the past 22
years. I come with my family and
stuff. Back in the days of Sure
Start they used to do a lot with
Sharrow Festival when it was on.
I’ve been doing a lot of volunteering at Sharrow Festival since
I’ve been volunteering at Adventures. We do a lot of free food,
on the Sharrow Festival day.
20 years ago when my kids were
younger, there was a lot going
on back then a lot less stalls and
a lot more participation type
things. It’s a great mix of people,
great bands on, great atmosphere really. It’s for families, but
you can go as a single person.
It’s very welcoming.

A good thing that happened
was when I had the high Vis on
because people thought I was
in charge. I think it’s kind of
important because if it doesn’t
happen again people will be
like “what happened?” People
might forget about it and when
it comes back hardly anyone will
come.”

Kashif
“I participated in activities that
were held here like football, in
the little football arena they had
there. I was 5 years old the first
time I went. The memory I had
was the bouncy castles that
was there - that was fun. Now,
it brings everyone together, you
can interact with people you
don’t know, you can get your
voice out there and get yourself out there. Its very important
because it gets everyone in this
area, it gets them together. Its
fun for the kids and adults, they
can make new friends. Overall its
very important to this area.
Dave: “I would have played
in the first one. In 1997 we’d
have played with a band that
I was with at the time. I played
guitar. It was on the back of a
lorry. There were probably a few
ciders consumed.”
Sara “I think it’s really important
as it’s an opportunity to bring
different members of the community together, because Sharrow festival always represents all
of us. Whether that’s the different
kinds of cuisine, the music, the
schools that are there, there’s
a real sense of getting to know
each other and experience
different cultures. So it’s a real
melting pot and fusion, where
everybody is just there for having
a great time. I feel it’s a great
way of showcasing all of the
diversityof Sharrow. Plus I love
music and dancing.”
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John Street rubbish
Sheffield Litter Pickers is a Facebook group working towards a
cleaner and safer environment in
areas that have been neglected
for several years. The group now
has around 3,500 members across
the city.
In January one of those members
was shocked by the amount of
accumulated rubbish and fly tipping in the John street area off
London Road. He asked if anyone
could spare the time to clear it
up. Well I took up the challenge,
along with my son, and later Julie.
The two of us have spent every
Sunday morning there ever since.
We have cleared about 150 bags
of rubbish, shifted fly tipping and
cut back overgrown bushes. The
thing that has been the most re-

warding and makes us happy
every week, is the change we see
in the local residents and business
owners, from losing heart about
rubbish, to actively joining in.

simply dropped from the windows,
or near the bin if it’s full.
The Streets Ahead team consider
the service they provide in the
area is sufficient. Councillor Alison
Teal has contacted them on our
Some of the worst areas were behalf.
on private land, as such not the
council responsibility, but by the The area is improving, we believe
persuasion of email, the environ- people are being more careful
mental team have come to our where they throw rubbish, and
aid. Talking to businesses, with no the local residents have noticed
blame attached has worked won- the difference. We have started
ders, they have engaged with us a couple of small garden areas,
and helped clear their areas.
where the bushes have been cut
back, to be enjoyed by everyone.
Takeaway food rubbish is the
main problem, the one bin is over- So what next for John Street? We
flowing every Sunday morning, hope that local people will join
there are rats nests and crows are Sheffield Litter Pickers on Facefeeding off plastic and polysty- book, that they form their own litrene. Cars park all along the roads tle group, and love their area as
around the takeaways, rubbish is much as we have come to do.

A Wilder Sharrow!
You may have noticed a few
green shoots springing up in
two newly composted patches
around the basketball court at
Mount Pleasant Park over the last
few weeks? Or the new patch of
lush green plants by the entrance
to the Adventure Playground, with
a few white and yellow wildflowers already open, giving a hint of
what’s to come? These are the
early fruits of Wild Sharrow’s first
volunteer planting day, which
was held on Friday 23rd April, with
the support of Highfield Adventure Playground, Sharrow Community Forum and the Sheffield
City Council parks team.

plot, before scattering perennial
seeds. These plants will be slower to emerge, and might be less
bright this year, but will continue
to develop over the next couple
of years.
What’s next?
Wild Sharrow has put together
and distributed sunflower growing
packs to children and households
across Sharrow. Look out for sunflowers growing in front gardens
and window boxes in your area
over the coming weeks.

Community lunch: all welcome!
Please come and enjoy a community lunch with us on Saturday 24th
Two teams of volunteers pitched of July at 12.00 in Mount Pleasant
in on the day with wheelbarrows, Park. There will be activities, plantrakes and a lot of goodwill to shift ing and food to share.
the soil, smooth is down and scatter the seeds. With the help of Pic- Get in touch and send us your pictorial Meadows we had sourced tures:
three different wild flower mixes so Do you have some time, or skills,
that we could trial three different that you could share to help cretypes of meadow planting.
ate a wilder Sharrow? We are
Sheffield City Council’s parks team a small team of volunteers and
rotavated the patch outside Shar- would love to hear from you.
row School, where we planted We’d also love to see any pictures
of your garden flowers, or of you
annual seeds.
enjoying the wild flowers in the
The small patch outside Highfield park.
Adventure Playground is turf, Email wildsharrow@hotmail.co.uk
which we rolled out like a carpet
and chopped to size with shovels.
(If you look closely you can see
lots of green shoots emerging on
this plot!)
For our final patch, outside the
children’s playground, our volunteers shovelled and transported
a big heap of compost across
the park, and spread it across the

by June Waite and Julie Gay
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Tales from a Sharrow Traveller

Apple

by Steve Fryer

Our ferry from Macau sailed past the stunning
Hong Kong skyline and docked at Tsim Sha
Tsui ferry terminal on the Kowloon waterfront.
I’d booked a room, for me and my son, in a
very cheap hostel on Nathan Road, the main
street in Kowloon, in a place called Mirador
Mansions.
The hostel owner had given specific instructions
on the booking website: “Beware people at
entrance to Mirador Mansions who tell you
their rooms are better. Ignore them. They lie!.
Go straight inside and take lift to 16th floor.”
The taxi dumped us, and our bags, on the
pavement outside the entrance to Mirador
Mansions. Looking up above the shop fronts
I could see what looked like a massive
‘crumbling’ apartment block – our home
for the next few days. Nathan Road was
Kowloon’s version of London Road, but ten
times more high-rise and a hundred times
more busy. It was a heaving mass of humanity,
a lot of it trying to get you to buy a watch,
have a suit made, or stay at their hostel.
The ground floor of Mirador Mansions was a big
indoor market full of noise, smells, and activity.
Following the hostel owner’s instructions we
walked inside – and even though it felt very
rude - ignored everyone, and took the lift,
straight to the top floor - the 16th.
We stepped out onto an open gallery and
picked our way along it, dodging between
the washing hanging out to dry, until we found
our hostel in the far corner. A guy showed us
to our room, which was just big enough for
two single beds - nothing else. But it did have
a large window looking out onto the street far
below which was bristling with signs and neon
lights. We crashed out on the beds, and fell
fast asleep.

... Hong Kong, August 2005
no good; she was annoyed with us - and on
top of that we’d been put in her best room
by mistake – so we were down-graded to an
even smaller room.
This one had narrower beds and just a
tiny window high up in the corner almost
completely blocked by the run-down air-con
unit. But it was cheap and comfortable, and
it had a tv mounted on the wall, so we didn’t
really mind. And anyway, I wasn’t going to
mess with a character like Apple. The guy we
first met was more friendly. He told us about
the lady next door who took-in washing. She
did some for us – and next day our clothes
were strung up across the walkway to dry.
Our first night in the hostel was hot and sticky
and I tossed and turned until I fell asleep. I was
half-woken at about 4.00 in the morning by
the sound of loud knocking on the hostel door.
I automatically jumped out of bed without
thinking, stumbled into the hallway and
opened the door. It was the police! About six
of them! Before I knew it they’d barged in and
surrounded me in the hallway.
Now wide awake I stood there in just a pair of
boxer trunks, doing my best to appear “cool”,
while the police-woman in charge looked
me up and down. I instinctively pulled my
stomach in hoping I’d look just a little bit like a
male model ... “Passport!” she barked.

Mirador Mansions

Where did she think I kept it? !@*!?
I asked for permission to leave the cordon of
police officers around me so I could fetch my
passport. She nodded towards my door.
I fetched it, handed it to her, she scrutinized it,
then handed it back. It was ok.

I went back to my room and shut the door.
I could hear them checking out the other
Later there was a knock on the door. The guy guests in the hostel, but they obviously didn’t
who’d shown us to our room was there with find what they were looking for and soon went.
his boss, the hostel owner – a youngish lady Phew! What was all that about?
called Apple. When she saw us she shouted
crossly: “Why you ignore me downstair?” She Next morning I heard Apple talking to her
must have been one of the people we ignored assistant: “Who let them in?” she demanded
– but we didn’t know who she was at the time. to know. She sounded very cross. I kept quiet.
I tried to explain that we were only doing what I was already in her bad books and I didn’t
she’d told us to do on the website. But it was want to lose any more brownie points ...

Looking across to our hostel in the corner

Outside the (blue) front door
to our hostel
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Science for Women

...

Building Confidence in Science

				

A new course has been running
for local women who have entry
level English, providing an introduction to key topics in science.
Science for Women: An Introduction was designed and delivered
by Dr Rachel Turner in Partnership
with Family Voice, as a way of providing access to contemporary
science topics and opportunities
for discussion for women who may
find accessing mainstream news
and media information difficult
because of language barriers.
Equally, many women who came
to the UK as adults may not have
had much or any science education when they were of school age.
Taking part in the course is a way
that women who are learning
English can start to build confidence in their knowledge and
understanding of science topics
and improve their English. Topics covered include medicines,
health and vaccines, the environment and green energy, and biology and genes.
For many participants, the topics were totally
new to them, and has inspired
them to want to learn more.

“I wanted to learn science knowledge and new words. I told my
daughter that I had learnt about
the environment and medicine. I
didn’t know this before. We learnt
about the blood moving and
chicken pox, I didn’t know this before. The teacher is very nice and
easy to understand. Somethings
were difficult, but the teacher
explained.” Course participant
“Family Voice told me about the
course, I wanted to learn English and new scientific words and
knowledge. I learnt about environmental concerns, medication - where antibiotics came
from. I learnt about Covid, vaccines and the side effects and
about the blood clots. I like
learning about the history of
vaccines.” Course participant
The course was run online, but it
is hoped that any future courses
can be run face to face in a local venue. It was free to participants, and funded through the
Community Chest Grant Scheme.
For more information about the course,
or about Community Chest Grants please
contact
Reception@sharrowcf.org.uk

If you have one or
more of these
symptoms you must
self-isolate and get
tested.
• If you have any worries about your health,
contact your doctor.
• If you are in a lot of pain and painkillers don’t
help, contact your doctor or 111.

I’d like to say a very big thank you to everyone who has been involved in the Old Junior
School Garden over the past few months. Our
regular volunteers have worked hard weeding, hoeing, removing stubborn stumps and
pulling up brambles. I’ve lost count of how
many people have donated plants of all kinds
– tomatoes, apple trees, flowering shrubs,
herbs, seeds, most often dug up from their
own gardens. People doing the New Start
woodwork class have been building planters and a bench – still to be installed. Make
Do and Mend volunteers shifted heavy sleepers to form the borders of the flower beds.
Our caretaking team have gone the extra
mile to clear, tidy, and make the area safe,
painting, and building a brand new gate to
the garden so that it is safe for children to visit.
The garden will be open to the community
to enjoy in the next couple of weeks. We still
need plant donations and volunteers to help
develop and maintain the garden - please
get in touch with me, Maria, at Sharrow Community Forum if you want to know more.
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Domestic Abuse Campaign in South Yorkshire
A powerful new campaign is being launched
by the South Yorkshire Violence Reduction Unit
to encourage anyone experiencing domestic
abuse to access help and support.
Using animation to tell the stories of eight South
Yorkshire residents, the campaign highlights
the abuse some people experience from
those that they love and trust.
Each two-minute animation takes the viewer
on a journey of the survivor’s experiences,
explaining how things started well, but then
became abusive. They then go on to explain
how by accessing support, these survivors are
now living a happy life away from harm.
The campaign includes eight animations
that cover domestic abuse stories of male
to female abuse, female to male abuse,
a gay man’s story of abuse from his family,
an example of economic/financial abuse,
an honour based abuse scenario that also
features forced marriage, a young person’s
story growing up in an abusive family and one
animation explaining what domestic abuse is
and how it can happen to anyone.
Graham Jones, Head of the South Yorkshire
Violence Reduction Unit said: “This campaign
is really aimed at those people that are
experiencing abuse in their homes from
partners and family members. This can be
both emotional abuse and physical abuse.
We are urging them to ask for help.

woman from Doncaster has narrated her own
story.
Gwen said: “I really wanted to get involved in
this campaign to highlight to others that they
are not alone. I suffered for 12 years before
I sought help and it took another six years to
finally leave the abuse behind. Nobody should
have to live a life of fear and harm. If anyone
is watching these stories and can relate to
what is happening, please ask for help and
seek support. It really will change your life.”
The campaign is a collaborative piece of
work with the four local authorities and South
Yorkshire Police.
The animations, posters
and leaflets have been produced with the
direct help of the domestic abuse leads
from Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council,
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council,
Rotherham Metropolitan Borough Council and
Sheffield City Council and support from South
Yorkshire Police. The campaign materials
will be available for all of the partners and
community groups to use and share.
All of the animations can be found on
the South Yorkshire Violence Reduction
Unit website and the animations will be
featuring on the social media accounts
throughout the coming months - https://
southyorkshireviolencereductionunit.com/
For more information please contact:
Samantha Mawson, Communications Manager
Mobile: 07833 483511
Email: samantha.mawson@southyorks.pnn.police.uk

“There are support services here in South
Yorkshire that will support them out of the
abuse in a way that works for them. The
animations tell the real life stories of people
living in South Yorkshire.”
A suite of posters, leaflets and marketing
materials support the campaign.
These
will be issued digitally to community groups
working within South Yorkshire. All of the
support services listed are located in Barnsley,
Doncaster, Rotherham and Sheffield.
Dr Alan Billings, South Yorkshire Police and
Crime Commissioner said: “The Violence
Reduction Unit has been set up to work to
prevent violence. One of these preventative
measures is to limit young people being
exposed to domestic abuse in their homes.
“We want to reach people who are
experiencing similar harm to that shown in the
animations and help them access support to
make their lives better. The police are here to
listen. When a person is ready to leave their
abuser, the police can help in many ways.
Police officers have the powers to prosecute,
stop an offender contacting the victim and
can also provide help such as forensic marking
that can place a perpetrator at a location or
prove that they have been in close contact.
“I would like to thank all of the brave people
that have put their stories forward to help us
produce this campaign.”
The stories are the real life experiences of
people living in South Yorkshire. South Yorkshire
volunteers have narrated the animations. One

PATHWAYS TO SUCCESS!
HELP AND ADVICE INTO WORK AND TRAINING
- based in Burngreave, Sharrow, and Tinsley
Providing pathways to employment
Brokering training provision
Debt, benefit and financial advice
Job matching
CV workshops
Mock interviews
Work experience placements
Training / skills tasters
1:1 Individual Advice and Guidance
Support into voluntary work

Potential jobs include:
- Cleaning
- Care work
- Administration
- Warehousing
- Driving
- Security
- Call centres
- Hospitality & more!

For Sharrow and Burngreave call Zaheer
on (0114) 2132307 or email
zaheerahmed@burngreaveworks.org.uk
For Tinsley call Anne on 07712 340368 or
email anne@tinsleyforum.co.uk

COVID-safe!
Facemasks, sanitiser
& gloves available
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Young Local Artists
Margot, age 8

Fox by Margot, age 8

Mohammed
age 15

Amara, age 11

Mohammed
age 15

The Christmas
Pancake
by Alma, age 5
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A Summer Poem
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By Caroline Wells
Gardens at their perfect best
A rainbow coloured show
Clouds as fragrant “baby’s breath”
That robins once did sow

Mammals roam the countryside
For new things they can eat
Foxes, squirrels, muntjac deer
All vie for pastures sweet

Skies a brilliant peacock blue
With marbled ivory foam
Air so full of roses’ scent
There is no place like home

Vecteezy.com

Summer Wordsearch PRIZE DRAW!

		
		
Hot
Sun
Tan
Lolly
Bees
Fan

Parasol
Watermelon
Sunglasses
Thunderstorm
Keep cool
Seaside

Slushie
Holiday
Wasp
Shade

Circle all 16 words or phrases. Then cut out the
wordsearch and return it with your name and
contact details to Sharrow Community Forum
reception at The Old Junior School on South
View Road by Friday 23rd July to enter the
prize draw with a chance to win one of 3 £10
Vouchers.

Name......................................Contact Email/Phone........................................
under 16 years Y/N
Anyone can enter but please get permission from your parents or carers if you are under 16!

Congratulations to Gillian (pictured) and our three
other Spring Wordsearch Prize Draw winners:
Shulle, Eaman and Arfa, who each won a £10
voucher. It just shows, you’ve got to be in it to win it!
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What’s Going on At Sheffield General Cemetery?
helping the project team develop a scheme
which improves access, conserves heritage,
and protects and enhances the wildlife value
of the Cemetery.
Works are expected to start on site this autumn and will include repairs and conservation of monuments and stabilisation works to
the retaining walls and catacombs. There
will also be accessibility improvements to the
make the Cemetery a more welcoming place
to discover for a wider range of visitors. It is anticipated that the total works programme will
last about 18 months, and the project team
will work hard to keep the inevitable disruption
to a minimum. The Cemetery will remain open
to visitors throughout, and the contractors will
make use of temporary path closures or diversions to manage visitor safety.
A lot is happening at Sheffield General Cemetery. Sheffield City Council was awarded £3m
funding from the National Lottery Parks for
People fund, as part of a 4-year programme
of repair, conservation, and access improvements for Sheffield General Cemetery in 2018.
It has been a long wait whilst the project team
took time to make sure the best possible plans
were in place, balancing the interests of all the
different things that makes the General Cemetery a uniquely special place. The project
team are very grateful to everyone who
has contributed their views and their time to

The Cemetery was built in 1836 and closed in
1978. There are 87,000 burials on site. Samuel
Worth (1799 – 1870), a local architect, won
the contract for the buildings and laid out the
grounds in a gardenesque style to be enjoyed
as much for recreation as for providing an attractive (and hence profitable) place for the
burial of the dead. Worth took advantage of
the steeply sloping land, parts of which were
old quarries, to site the buildings at different
levels with grand vistas. At the time the Cemetery was built the surrounding landscape was
countryside with Sheffield town centre some
way off in the distance. Robert Marnock, first
curator of the newly opened Botanical Gar-

dens, advised on the planting. In 1850 he laid
out the new Anglican extension (now the
grassed open area), once more with informal
curving lines. Although it has changed a bit
over the years you can still get a feel for the
original curving paths and idyllic natural feel
of the Cemetery as you walk around. The main
drive to the Chapel climbs in a serpentine
sweep above the catacombs. Other paths
wind through trees and shrubs. The place is
tranquil and beautiful.
The National Lottery project aims to conserve
the Cemetery for the next 100 years, and also
includes funding for an exciting activities programme ensuring there is always something to
see and do on site. There will be a wider range
of events and activities which will celebrate
and explore the heritage, landscape, and biodiversity of the site - which is a Local Nature
Reserve and a nationally listed Grade II* historic landscape. The Project is working closely
with Sheffield General Cemetery Trust to support the brilliant landscape volunteering, tours
and events which the Trust put on. You can
find resources like free trails and education resources created as part of the project on the
Trust’s website: www.gencem.org
The project team also hopes to collaborate
with as many people as possible to make
great connections, and support the brilliant
things that people in Sheffield do. The activity
programme will be run around several themes
based on the history, landscape and nature

Events and Activities at the
General Cemetery in 2021
July 3rd and July 10th - Free Research Days for all ages: Come and join
Laura Alston from the ‘Parks for People’ Project outdoors at the
Cemetery Gatehouse and learn about the hidden stories and global
connections in the burials on site and their connection to Sheffield’s
past.
July 11th to 18th and August 9th to 20th – Free Exhibitions will be held
over these dates outdoors around the Cemetery on the heritage
themes of ‘Industrial Connections’ and ‘Buried Stories’.
July 17th - ‘Industrial Connections’ Community Art Day with
Migration Matters Festival: Come with all the family to make art on
site based on the Industrial Connections heritage theme.
August 17th - Free Family Picnic Day: Bring your family and your lunch
to come and do fun activities in the green space.
As well as much more including SGCT’s regular bookable history
tours, free workshops, and nature activities!
Information about all these activities will be found on Sheffield
General Cemetery Trust’s website Events Page:
https://www.gencem.org/new-events
This page will be continuously added to throughout the year, so keep
checking the website for updates.
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found on site. Some of these themes will explore how the stories found in the Cemetery
tell us more about the varied heritage threads
which make up Sheffield’s past. The heritagebased themes include: ‘Buried Stories’ which
looks at hidden and everyday lives in the burials; ‘Industrial Connections’ which focuses on
the connections to industry in the burials and
global connections of Sheffield’s industrial
past; ‘Radical Sheffield ‘which explores stories
of activists and humanitarians in Sheffield’s political past and ‘Artists and Artistes’ which looks
at the creatives who can be found on site.

business and worked as a cutler, her daughter
Emily also became a knife and fork flyer. Mary
retired in 1891 and died aged 78. Mary’s story
is one of the many stories of industrial women
on site. There are also stories of children, like
that of Joseph Shaw, which shows how dangerous and bleak life could be for children in
Sheffield’s industrial trades during the Victorian period. Joseph was only 14 when he was
severely injured at his job at Wards Wheel. His
job was to put a band on a pulley that would
keep a conveyor belt going or a grinding
wheel turning. Joseph’s arm became entangled in the pulley and was badly broken. He
The next free trail (see the website) will be was taken to the infirmary where the doctors
about the ‘Industrial Connections’ theme - amputated it, but Joseph died shortly after.
with a free exhibition held outside in mid-July
2021. There are lots of famous industrialists with Sheffield General Cemetery Trust also recently
prominent monuments buried at the Ceme- produced a new booklet - ‘Incomers: A Hidtery. However, we also want to tell the stories den History of Global Connections in Sheffield
of those buried on site who worked in or were General Cemetery’ which tells some of the stoconnected to various industries. This includes ries of those who came from all over the world
many women, children, many people buried to work and live in Sheffield and are buried in
in public graves, such as grinders, and lots of the Cemetery. The booklet tells the stories of
people who came from all over the world to people from Germany, Poland, Italy, Russia, St
work in Sheffield throughout the Victorian pe- Domingo, West Africa, Australia, and the USA,
riod and 20th Century. This exhibition will show to name but a few. These stories include acthe global connections of Sheffield’s trade counts of butchers, inventors, refugees, circus
and industry in the past.
proprietors, sailors, cutlers, and theatre producers. They show how the history of Sheffield is
This week we have been looking at stories to intertwined with the histories of many commuput in the Industrial Connections trail, includ- nities from around the world who came here
ing the story of Mary Snape, born in 1819, who and established themselves, making Sheffield
married a table knife maker called Edward. their home. These stories show the global conMary and Edward had two daughters and set nections in the city which built its industrial
up a workshop together with another cutler heritage, and the social history of people and
named William Robinson. After Edward died communities who have added to Sheffield’s
aged 34 in 1850, Mary took over their cutlery rich history over a long period of time.

There are stories like that of William Jumbo,
possibly from Liberia or Sierra Leone who might
have been drafted in the colonial navy during
Britain’s continued expansion into West Africa
in the early 1800s. William ended up on the
Wicker, perhaps working in one of the many
industrial trades down there which were trading goods back out to colonised countries.
Other stories included that of asylum seeker
from Poland, John Figorski, who fought in the
Hungarian Revolution of 1848 and was exiled.
Worried that the government would force refugees and asylum seekers to go to America,
despite their right to remain, local activists
found jobs for Polish refugees like John in the
cutlery industry. John became a scissor filer
and then silver plater. He married Miss Emma
Bell, daughter of the firm of Bell & Sons. Later in
life, he journeyed out of exile to see his surviving Polish family members for the last time at
the frontier. He was a mason and he taught
writing in the Pepper Alley schools on Sunday
afternoons. The booklet can be bought online
at https://www.gencem.org/books
To download the free Industrial Connections
Trail, lots of other free trails, and audio trials on
the history and nature of the site go to this link:
https://www.gencem.org/trailsandaudiotrails
Look out for the exhibition on ‘Industrial Connections’ which will display some of these stories and more later this summer.
To get in touch about anything mentioned in
this article, email the project’s Activities and
Engagements Officer Laura Alston at
laura.alston@sheffield.gov.uk

Local Artist
Henna Rani Khan
Hi. I’m Henna Rani Khan. I’ve got a learning disability and autism.
Kate at Family Voice has helped me learn how to get better at
art.
She helped me to set up a studio space in my bedroom. It is
a great place to concentrate and have a relaxed time. During
Lockdown it has sometimes been very stressful, things have
wound me up and I can’t always control it. But having a studio
space helped me to calm down all on my own in my room.
I enjoy art, I find it fun. I like learning things. Making art in my studio
is really relaxing. And art makes me believe I can earn money.
I particularly like to draw minibuses, cups, wooden spoons, “love
arts” and bunny rabbits. I have an obsession with minibuses
because I used to go to school in them. I HATE the beeping
reversing noise. But I love going on minibuses with Family Voice!
I went to Meersbrook Hall adult art classes and learnt art there.
The teacher was called Linda, she’s an artist and she taught me
all different techniques, materials and water colouring. I made a
sculpture of a rabbit (see photo below - in corner of page).
Felt tips are my favourite because they make good dark and light
colours. Family Voice have given me loads of materials during
lockdown - wooden spoons, felt tips, crayons, books, paper,
cards, every week.
Doing art has helped me to feel calm and happy. It has made
me believe my future will get better. I have become an artist
during coronavirus and made hundreds of pictures.
I now work with an artist called Krys every Friday afternoon, on
Zoom. I have learnt not to rush my art. I just know what I am going
to do, it’s all in my head. I just do one bit at a time.
I sell my work through “Family Voice Sheffield” on their Facebook
page. I am their Resident Artist. You can call 07951510366 if you
are interested in my art. I am going to have an exhibition of all
my things - cards, decorations, pictures, mugs, wrapping paper after Lockdown at Common Ground.
I want to be able to make money by selling my art. It’s important
to be independent and show responsibility. I could then show my
parents that I can look after myself. My first commission was for
Common Ground Charity, a tryptic of a wooden spoon, a Love
Art and a mug.
I am very good at art. Only Family Voice people believed in
me. I believe in myself now. Some people don’t believe in me
because they think I just have autism. Once I start selling my art
more people might start to believe in me.

Art Has Helped Me to
Believe in Myself

